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SURFACE WATER DRAINAGE: . "LAND ·owNERS I RIGHTS "AND RESPONSIBILITIES. 

This edition of·Ag·La.w·News addresses the issue of "Surface Water Drainage: 

.Land Owners' Rights and Responsibilities" because so m~ny farm and.other land 

owners. have raised that issue this spring. The body of law dealing with this 

issue was developed especially to aid the development of agricultural land. 

A sample of the inquiries I've received are: 

can my neighbor drain his new tiling system into a natural ditch 

that runs across my property causing the ditch to remain wet for 

a few mom:hs rather than a few weeks? 

can I block off drainage from my neighbor's property when the water 

contains waste from his beef herd? 

now that the use of.drainage pumps is increasing in some areas,. 

what are the rights.of neighbors whose property is da~aged by 

high-volume pump discharge? 

Fi.rst of all, drai~age questions refer to drainage or removal of surface 

waters. In Minnesota and other states, "surface11 water is water from rain, 

springs, or melting snow which lies or flows on the land~ but is not a well 
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defined body of water or a natural watercourse, for example, ponds, lakes, 

streams or rivers.· However, "surface water" which soaks into marshy or boggy 

ground is still surface water and the following rules apply to its drainage . 

Generally, Minnesota law provides that you as a landowner may get rid 

of surface.water as best you can except that you must use your own land so 

as not to unnecessarily or unreasonably injure your neighbor's land . 

More specifically, the Minnesota Supreme Court has held that it may 

be reasonable for a land owner to drain surface water onto a neighbor's land 

alth~ugh this may burden the neighbor's property and even tho_ugh.the flow 

of water is increased beyond its natural flow, if all four (4) of the 

following conditions are met: 

(1) · the drainage is reasonably necessary; 

(2) reasonable care is taken to avoid.unnecessary injury to the 

land receiving the water; 

or the benefit to the land being drained is reasonably. greater 

than·the·harm done to the land receiving the water; and 

(4) where practicable, use a ·natural.drain according to its ·reasonable 

·capacity and if no such drain exists, use a reasonable and feasible 

artificial drainage system. 

Very importantly under Minnesota law, a lower land owner has no right, 

. 'iri 'dealing ·with ·surface ,~ater·; 'to. expel it 'back 'upon 'the ·upper ·m;,ner from 

which it drainecl. 

Where you fail to meet one or more of these conditions,_ your actions 

may amount to negligence, trespass or nuisance. The test of liability is 

reasonable·use, not reasonable·care cir neg~igence. If you are found liable, 

your neighbor may have an injunction to require that you stop the improper 

drainage and/or he may have money damages to pay· for the injury your improper 
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drainage has caused to his property.· To be free from such liability, your 

drainage must be a reasonable use of your land for a legitimate purpose . 

This, in turn, will ultimately depend on the special circumstances in each 

case, including the topography of the area. 

Several related drainage issues have been decided by the Minnesota 

Supreme Court over the years which help to give some idea of what is considered 

a legally reasonable or unreasonable drainage activity: 

The artificial accumulation of surface water in a sump and its 

discharge near a lower neighbor's land by means of a 1,200 gallon 

per minute electric pump was unreasonable. 

·installation of a tile drainage system with the discharge flowing 

naturally by gravity onto a neighbor's land was a reasonable 

means of drainage. 

Construction of a series of ditches which drained a series of 

temporary wet areas into a natural ravine and eventually into an 

existing slough in a neighbor's pasture was reasonable. Drainage 

of the wet areas made the upper land efficiently tillable and 

usable for agriculture anri only insignificantly added to the slough 

in the pasture. 

·An upper owner could enter onto a lower owner's land to· clean 

debris out of a natural channel through which his land drained 

as long as he did so reasonably. 

Where a group of neighbors jointly construct or improve a ditch 

to drain and improve their various lands, no one of them.can 

fill in the ditch (even on his own land) in order to deprive the 

others of drainage . 
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Remember that yott cannot _turn· drainage water back onto your neighbor's 

land. If you get involved in a drainage controversy with a neighbor, try 

to reach a peaceful agreement, but, if that.fails, see an attorney to determine 

whether you should seek an injunction and/or money damages • 


